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THE BG NEWS
Monday

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Local family shares heart and home with 31 adoptees

September 25,2006
Volume 101. Issue 27
WWWBGNEWSCOM

By Sarah Griffith
Reporter

I BG SEA to hold

The stretch of 1-25 north of
Bowling Green could easily be
called the middle of nowhere,
but for 31 lucky adoptees, this is
the center of the world.
A rather imposing steel structure lies just off of the highway.
However, when one steps into
the residence of loanne and
Scott Nuzum, it feels more at
home than anywhere else in
the world.
This may be why the
University's Student Alumni
Connection has little trouble

fashion show
for students
I What students wear
. to interviews and
I new jobs may affect
I the success of their
■ careers in the
professional world.

IPaq. 3
YouTube's
growth hinges
on copyrights

getting members to visit the
Nuzums' home every Friday.
"I have always said that there
should be a bumper sticker that
says 'Adoption is Addicting,"'
said loanne, the adoptive
mother and teacher of 31 homeschooled adoptees.
"Once you begin bringing
these kids into your home, it 8
hard to stop."
The adoptees range from
young to old, many of whom are
special needs individuals, like
Tony, a 31-year-old who experienced a devastating fall from a
second-story window when he
was 4 years old. This led to brain

damage and paralysison the left
side of his body. I le uses a wheelchair, but this does not hinder
him from being one of the most
outgoing of all the Nuzums;
which entails the serenading of
all visitors. It is also said that he
is deadly with a squirt gun.
After an emergency hysterectomy due to complications
dining their second pregnancy,
the couple began to look into
adoption. The Nuzums waited
for four years with no luck, but
they finally found inspiration
that would lead them to a life
they had never dreamed of.
After meeting a family who

had adopted several special
needs children, they considered
a similar route. They decided to
take classes that would educate
them to care for the challenges
adoption can present.
After that, the Nuzums
adopted their first child
through friends, named
Megan. Megan was slowly
developing as an infant, anil
the mother cold not can' foi
her. She was the Nuzums' second child (behind their biological first-born son, Dan).
As Megan grew and developed, many of her challenges
began to turn into triumphs.

Now she is a happily married
degree-seeking student at
I astern Michigan University.
After Megan, more adoptions followed. Due to the low
demand for infants with special
needs, the Nuzums began to be
contacted when these children,
particularly those in sibling
groups, needed a home.
Presently, there are three sib
ling groups of five and two sill

ling groups of three living under
their one big roof. I lie others
were separate adoptions adding

up to one big family of 31,
ADOPTION

The most popular
video-viewing site

GSS RECAP

Grad students
discuss BG
development

on the Internet could
be faced with paying
royalties to copyright
holders for material.
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By Megan Yodlis
Re..

Falcons crushed
by Kent State

The
Dunbridge
project,
Bursarables and new surveys
for graduate students were three
ol the topics the GSS meeting
highlighted on Friday.
On the other side of
Interstate 75 is about 90 acres
of land that the University lias
plans to work with.
"The land on that side Is
owned by someone else but
the University wants to entci
Into an agreement to use it fen
another University building."
Luke Nichter, Vice President ol
GSS, said.
Nobody knows what is real!)

Saturday's football
game vs. Kent State
left fans in Bowling
Green disappointed
with a final score of
38-3. | Page 6

BG Volleyball
continues its
winning streak
The Women s
Volleyball team swept
both matches against

going to happen with it yet, there

Toledo and Ball State
this weekend.

| Pag.6
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Friday
A maglev train crash
in northwestern
Germany kills 23.

Saturday
A Fostoria man is
injured in a Bowling
Green rail accident.

Sunday
Clinton defends
himself in a Fox News
interview regarding
his handling of the
bin Laden threat.
For more information:
vnyw.bgncws.com

"Do you think Bill
Clinton was a good
president?"

. in Hcrdwy. Senior.
Chemistry

I

By Maghan Hunt
Reporter

Home is where the heart is.
This familiar saying has been passed from generation to generation as the traditional definition for
the word "home."
This definition, however, has been called into
question by many college students over the years as
they learn how to make the transition from the place
they grew up to the place they share with thousands
of other students
These different ideas of home arc what send
many students back to that place every weekend.
Where home is, what is waiting there, and what is
offered here — can affect whether or not students
return home every week.
Here at the University, most students stay in
Bowling Green for the weekends. Many students
simply cannot go home because they live in other
states and cannot afford the plane ticket.
"I wish I could go home, but I live too far away to go
home," Erica Schiebd, a junior from Pittsburgh, said.
Homesickness is a common ailment for students,
especially freshmen.
"I do miss home, and sometimes my mom. I kinda
wish I had gone to school somewhere closer," freshman lustin Bin, originally from Cleveland, said.
1 lomesickness affects many freshmen because
they are out on their own for the first time, often
doing tasks such as their own laundry for the
first time.

But as students become more involved on campus, they become less affected about not going
home as often.
"I really don't get homesick," Megan Ijnk, sophomore, said.
As president of A (irpella choir, Link said she
sometimes can't afford to lose a weekend on campus by returning home.
At some colleges, such as Wright State University,
going home every weekend is a regular practice for
most students.
"Wright State is a very local school," Lindsay
Snyder, a sophomore at WSU said, since many of
the students are from the neighboring towns of
Kettering, Belibrook, Centerville and Beavercreek.
Snyder said the main reason she and other WSU
snidents return home is to see friends
Wright State University is a prime example of
what is called a "suitcase school," where the majority of students go home every weekend.
This is definitely not the case at BGSU, though.
With all the campus activities lor the student
body, movies playing in the Union, bars, dance
clubs and boutiques downtown Bowling Green has
to offer, there are ample choices for a bored student
to make.
Because of this, some students who are easily able
to go home do not miss it at all.
Sophomore losh Newton, from Port Clinton, has
a girlfriend and large group of friends back home
and even has a car on campus, but said he rarely
goes home, "because it's college!" he said.

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 72. Low: 52

k

CAIRO, Egypt — The threats
came in a blizzard around
the anniversary of the Sept.
11 attacks — a series of videos
from al-Qalda's No. 2 warning
of more strikes to come.
But U.S. intelligence agen-

cies and many private security analysts doubt al-Qaida or
its elusive leader, Osama bin
Laden, still maintain much if
any operational control over
far-flung terror cells.
They see no sign of a direct
al-Qaida hand in a flurry of
recent attacks, such as the
assault on the U.S. Embassy in

Damascus, Syria, or the fatal
shooting of a British tourist
in lordan. The French intelligence report that bin Laden
may have died last month of
typhoid merely highlights the
uncertainty the West now has
about any role he plays in the
terror network.
All that means those fright-

something thai will make them

money. Nichter said.
Another issue raised at the
GSS meeting was Bursarables.
Nichter said there has been a
task force assembled to look at
the financial transactions the

University is dealing with.

ening videos may have been
just that — designed to frighten the West and inspire followers — with little real punch
behind them.
Bin Laden and his top deputy, Ayman al-Zawahri, are now
"less like generals and more
See THREATS | Page 2

See GSS | Page 2

Al-Qaida continues 9/11 terror threats with little to back them up
By Rohan H. Raid
The Associated Press

are many plans the) have discussed like University housing
or a possible living and learning
community. \'ic liter said.
"Two to three locus groups
have been formed to come up
with ideas oi what to use the
space for," he said.
Teresa Lennartz. sophomore, said the University
could make a student center
similar to the Union but a
more relaxed, laid back place
for students to hang out.
The property is private!)
owned and they are leasing it back to the University
and that is why the students
in the focus groups are concerned. The issues, concerns
and needs of students are not
being addressed
Being a private company that
the University is working with
is not going to care about how to
make it more convenient to the
students, the) are going to build

Currently thereaieall kinds of
ways to pay for things students
can buy on campus. Right now
it is a system of credit and they
are thinking of changing it to a
system of debit. Niebtei said
"It'sgoing to be useful because
students will be able to use it
at off-campus stores like SBX
because it does not go through
the Bursar account like the credit system does Nichter said.
There is no definite solution
to this idea of switching it, but if
it is done. Nichter said it would
most likely take effect for the
spring semester.
"1 don't think they should
get rid ol the credit system. I
don't see the reason for it, it's not
necessary," sophomore Andrea
Carder said.
(ietting rid of the credit system would mean the University
would have to put the debit system Into effect right away.
"If you take something away,
there needs to be something to
put in its place," Nichter said.
The third issue brought up
at the GSS meeting was a new
survey system for graduate
students. It was modeled after
Miami University and will lake

1 think, overall, he
wasn't bad."
| Pag. 4

TODAY
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Adoption is Addicting"'
JoameNuzum
It could be called a miracle
home, loanne calls it "ingenuity."
The networking of contractors
and donors took years to collaborate. In the meantime, the home
in I lolland received six additions
of almost 2,000 square feet to
accommodate the new arrivals.
When the miracle home was
finally finished, even UPS helped
out moving all 10 truckloads of
the Nuzums possessions for free.
Kayla, an 18-year-old girl with
aspirations of attending Toledo
Beauty College said, "I think our
house is COOL" Her favorite part
of the house b the kitchen.
With three sinks, three CJeorge
I'orman grills, two stoves and an
endless amount of helpers, it is
pretty cool.
Men her 1" year-old brother,

agrees and adds that he cant wait
until next year's Dance Marathon,
which the Nuzums have attended
in past years.
The SAC continues to go to
the house every Friday as part of
what Stypa calls "one of the cool-

est things we do."

(graduate students] think about
other issues concerning them,"
Nichtersaid.
This extensive student survey
could also raise controversy!
because if students respond in
a negative way, the University
might not want to hear it.
Nichter said.

Any time students speak up
together it is good, it's just the
University that wants to hear
everything is good," Nichter said.
As of right now, these are the
three most important issues
GSS is dealing with and will continue to deal with until they are
st>l\ed. he said.

around the globe. The report.
which represented the consensus of 16 U.S. spy services, was
completed in April and first
reported in Sunday's New York
limes and Washington Post.
After the U.S. and its allies
ousted the Taliban in 2001. alQaida apparently transformed
itself into an ideological movement nl sell-sustaining cells that
operate with little or no central
direction, many analysts and
intelligence officials believe.
That makes them difficult to
track—until they strike or make
a mistakethat leads the authorities to them.
It also makes it difficult to
determine whether any specific attack was actually directed
by al-Qaida.
For
example,
British
authorities insist there is no
evidence al-Qaida directed
the luly 2005 suicide attacks
on the London transit system
that killed 52 commuters.
Nonetheless, one of the
four British Muslim bombers
appeared later on a videotape
made before his death, declaring his allegiance to bin Laden.
That tape bore the logo of alQaida's production company.
"Al-Qaida is crippled and
is certainly not the organization it was. Al-Qaida. however,
has placed extra emphasis on
inspiring other groups and trying to mobilize other groups,"
the State Department's countertcrrorism coordinator, Henry
Crumpton, told the Council on
Foreign Relations recently.
Al-Qaida's efforts to inspire
appear to be focused on a
worldwide wellspring of young,
radicalized Muslims who share
broad anger at the West, espe-

cially the United States.
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(her lime, the Nuzums began
to notice things about their
children that were inconsistent
to many things they were told
upon their adoption.
As the children grew in the
nurturing environment, surrounded by others with challenges of their own, the kids
started proving the skeptics
wrong. When Christina arrived
at the Nuzums', she wasn't
expected to ever be able to walk;
but she did.
"It's called keeping up with
the lones'," said Scott. "Christina
looks at Megan and thinks, 'Well,
Megan can walk why can't IT' In
this environment they all compete with one another.''
Amy, one of the Nuzums"
adoptees, a spunky girl who is
quick with a hand-shake and
conversation, turned her dad's
comment around on him, "But,
he is ornery 24-7."
You would have to be to do
what the Nuzums do. They care
for child and adult adoptees with
multiple levels of disability. The
disabilities range from light to
severe, including cerebral palsy,
seizure disorders and autism.
In addition, the Nuzum family welcomes University students

into their home for educational
experiences they would never
gain in any classroom.
"It is the most amazing"
experience," said Dan Stypa,
the membership coordinator of the Student Alumni
Connection. The SAC has been
traveling to the Nuzum house
for several years. On Fridays,
the group travels out to the
Nuzums custom-built, 16.0(10
square foot home.
When they walk in the door an
electric excitement runs through
the family. It is not lost on the
students either. They spread out
across the home, some going to
the gym off of the living room,
some going up to the computer
and art stations in the classroom
on the second floor.
The favorite activity is always
the Dance Marathon line dancethat the kids learn even year.
Christina, whose prognosis said
she would be crippled for Hfe
barely missed a beat
The home is appropriate to the
astonishing proportions of the
Nuzum family themselves.
A charitable effort of contractors from around the area,
fundraising walk-a-thons by the
Nuzums themselves, and two
appearances on die "today Show
helped them relocate their brood
of 30 from their home in Holland,
Ohio, to the present address on
Kind Road near I laskins.

9:11 p.m.

■

From Page 1
like talking heads, disseminating their violent ideology via
satellite television in hopes of
inspiring others to do their bidding," said Eben Kaplan of the
Council on Foreign Relations
think tank in New York.
Noteveryoneagrees.Thereare
ominous signs in Afghanistan
that al-Qaida is trying to make
an operational comeback as
attacks, especially suicide missions, against U.S. and coalition
forces increase.
Some experts also fear the
absence of a major, Sept. 11 -style
attack simply means al-Qaida
is taking its time to plan a next
spectacular strike.
Still, five years after the
attack on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon,
many analysts believe the dayto-day threat from al-Qaida
itself has dropped.
Paradoxically, however, the
threat from Islamic extremists may have grown — and
become broader, more diverse
and more complex, and thus
harder to combat.
"The absence of a formal,
single organizational structure has contributed to making the fight against this brand
of terrorism more elusive and
difficult," the British think
tank Chatham I louse said in a
report this month as the videos
were airing.
That view is also expressed
in a classified U.S. intelligence
report that says the Iraq war has
increased the threat of terrorism
bystirringup Islamic extremism

But the goals, methods and
targets of those far-flung radicals now vary widely And not
all extremist groups share alQaida'S vision Ol global struggle
against the West, preferring in
some cases to fight instead for
specific national political aims.
Across the world, that means

the threat is fractured into many
parts - - with the need to tailor
defenses accordingly.
In Britain, uinstlvhomcgrown
militants of Pakistani descent
seem intent on staging the kind
ol lug. spectacular attack that
bin Laden used on Sept II.
Their efforts have focused
again and again on jetliners —
as during this summer's scare
— and other big transportation
systems such as subways
Elsewhere, however, militants have diverged sharply
from bin laden. The assault this
month on the U.S. Embassy in
I )amascus, Syria — which came
just a day after al-Zawahri's
warning tapes were aired —
serves .is a prime example.
In Syria, militants have
focused on getting rid of
President Bashar Assad and
there is no sign they receive
any operational direction from

al-Qaida.
In Iraq, the fight has mostly
morphed into a sectarian conflict between SunnisandShiites
for control of Iraq's future,
although some foreign fighters
inspired by al-Qaida seem to
still be involved.
Meanwhile, militants from
llamas and Hezbollah share
the same hatred of the U.S.
and Israel — but have sharply
different ideologies and goals
than al-Qaida.

UAO PRESENTS...

BGSU STUDENT UNION,
LENHART BALLROOM - ROOM 202A
SEPTEMBER 26 FROM 7-9 P.M.
FREE FOOD AND DRINKS!

CHECK IT OUT AT THE

BANDS

WHEN: September 27th, 6:30pm

WHERE: Bowen-Thompson Student Union Falcon's Nest

/fg>TIME WARNER CABLE
^

THE POWER OF YOU'"

www.twcmidohio.com

Ha* il*m mtaM wMa n«m> ««l 'M & O 2C05 Cartoon Utwoft M ngh* marvM

GRAND PRIZE: Opening slot in this year's Homecoming concert
and a performance in the Black Swamp Pub on December 7th
For more information call: 419.372.2486
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STREAMING VIDEO: Tins image from the Web site youiubexom shows an anti-drug pubfc service announcement released by the White

place people look first when

House last Monday The Bush administrator is taking its fight against legal dnjgs to YouTube the trendy Internet video serv<e The decson to

there's

dslnbute antidrug, public service announcements and other videos over YouTube represents the fust concerted effort by the US government
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Fashion show teaches importance of professional dressing

Not a journalism major?
You can still participate!
Lor info:
tlienewst?
bgnews.com

By Janten Morgan
Reporter

The

Bowling

Green

Student

"This show can help everyone, of course we

are doing this show

are welcome."

we decided to host Ibis fashion

good for student

teaching. So

This fashion is a great way to

dents how to dress in profes-

lind out how to dress and what

Ihe Union.

biggest

"When I was first approached

the tight wax to chess by other

to help with this show, I thought

students

groups, but B(i SLA wanted a

it was a gieal Idea. But the big

how to dress for

great way to especially promote

gesi thing I did was solidify die

Ihe right way to dress for their

clothing for the models," Andrea

education majors.

Domachowski. assistant direc-

problem

show is to teach students how

don'l know

to dress, so when they get lo

Interviews.

is

do their student teaching, they

"This show can help every-

won't be mistaken as a student

one, of course we are advertising

because they don'l dress cor-

to education majors, but all are

rectly," MalloryClevenger.senior

welcome," Clevenger said.

and professional programmer

@7:00
Wednesday

September 27
doors open@6:30p<"

\ lews and such, Clevenger said.
put on in the pasl to advertise

for BO SLA, said.
According to Clevenger, the

"The purpose of this fashion

Freddie & Frieda

to wear when it comes lo Inter-

Mallory Clevenger | Senior

The show will start at 9 p.m.
in ihe Multi-Purpose room in

Student Alumni Connection s

show."Clevengei stated.

tonight, in an effort lo leach stusional situations.

Plain Congregational Church

because

we want our students to look

will host their firsl fashion show

.Fall,.

Auction

land Student Teachingl, Inn we

are advertising to education majors, but all

Education Association (BGSEAJ

«x .

menl service.

1(1

minutes long,
They encompass everything
from
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Youlube

weir-

director I'atn Allen explained.

YouTube

•kau itbVaka

of copyright

acteristic or maybe a nuisance,"

there,

Tic Tic

content-sharing

cloud

is

KHaa

that

some might sue. whir b is why

debilitating disease, but a char-

iiv,i»

their owner. ( iiinedy Central,
lie.Us. so fitr, with a don't-ask

to upload their own videos ,i in I

promotes among its students.

YOU

Show" that

There have been other events

"We've done events in
pasl called

the

'myth-busting'

to

tor al the Career Center, said.
Tonight's show is expected lo

talk further about the myths
about the Praxis and Methods

See FASHION | PageS

BBQ Grill, furniture, opal
earrings, gift certificates
to Biaggi's, Bluepoint Fish
Club, Blue Pacific Grill,
Cracker Barrel. Cycleworks,
Brighton's Collectibles,
and much more...

Oi I I4th 9jm dt the Sludrnl Rrn
tinly Registration going on now I
September 3utrv Slop oy on- tao,c .
Union all ih'S weak lo sign up
Now only $5.00!
Questions please contact ineMetQbgm

Birthdays - Sorority/daternity Parties-Bachelor/ Badielorette Parties

Voted Lowest Prices in
i The Woodland Mall!
(inside Lifestyles)

10% Off with this Ad!
Low carb & weight loss supplements
Many fat burners to choose from
Weight gain supplements
Multi-vitamins
'I'liffflttTtii.
■

■ idffp snip ton

419-354-5239

•16011 W.Poe Road BG(Corner ol Poe&lkvrtv Hil

Build A Better Body! Qg

BODY MECHANICS * 5

.

Opening October 1st
in Woodland Mall!
Memberships On Sale Now!
First 300 memberships receive
209J- Off regular prices Single Memberships - $28 w/discount & tax
Featuring equipment by:

MAGNUM FITNESS &
ELTTE FITNESS
Call Craig
419-352-4948 or I-866-544-BODY (2639)

OPINION
PEOPLE ON '

"The devil appears very sulphurous, and a few people say that he
[President Bush] has given the order to kill me." - Venezuelan President
Monday. September 25.2006 4

Hugo Chavez, during a speech before scientists in western Venezuela

' Do you think Bill Clinton was a good president?
"He did a good job.
He was a peoples
president and quite
the ladies man."

Yes. because he was
all for the people."

BEN MILLER. Freshman.

PRESTON REILLY.

WILLIAM WILLIS.

Psychology

Sophomore. Psychology

Freshman. Accounting

"No. At best he had
one of two heads in
the right place"

j "Yeah, because he
wasn't too rushed to
go into the Middle
East."

Have you' own take on
today's People On The

OPINION COLUMNIST

Iran's nuclear
program
should be
allowed

in the White House.
But in addition to absolving himself of blame, Clinton
deckled to declare the Bush
Administration the true villains in
Ihe failed capturing of bin laden
leading up to the Sept 11 attacks.
The) ItheBush
Administration] had eight
months tuny Hie) did not try.
I tried. Sol tried arid failed,"
(Union unctuously claimed.
Now Hill may have been able
to fool us into believing he didn't
haw sex outside his marriage,
but he cannot honestly believe
thisdupUdtous statement is
going to suffice like the usual garbage he disseminates,
I he truth is Hill Clinton did
not try very hard, if at all, to caplure Osama bin Laden during
his presidency
In fact, President Clinton and
his national security team llatout ignored several opportunities
to capture I Isamabin laden and
his terra associates.
On at least three separate
occasions, hin Laden was offered
up to the administration and
nar) was an action taken by
either Clinton or his cohorts.
()ne such ollense came in
1996 when Sudan sent a former
intelligence officer with (x\ connections to Washington with an
offer to hand over bin laden.
At the time the Slate
i leparrrnentwasdescriblnghlm
as "the greatest single finandet
of terrorist projects in die world"
and was accusing Sudan of harboring terrorists.
Vei none oi this seemed to
matter much to BUI Clinton and
liis cronies who turned down
the extradition offer on the
grounds that "there simply was
not evidence to piosenite."

Yet a former figure in American
ccnintcnendrist intelligence
claims thai there was "clear and
convincing" proof of bin laden's
conspiracy against America
Nevertheless, Instead of capturing the terrorist mastermind,
(Unions camp persuaded Sudan
to expel hiii Laden loanother
country, calling this move a victory against terrorism.
A tew days later. Osama
left the country and hoarded
an airplane for Afghanistan,
taking with him Aynian
Zawahiri, the chief planner
of the Sept. 11 attacks on the
World Trade Centers, along
with a host of other thugs
who can conveniently be
found among the FBI's 22
most-wanted terrorists.
Years later Clinton admitted
the decision to let hin laden go
was probably "the biggest mistake nl tin pirsidency."
But didn't Hill say in the Fox
News interview that he had
"tried and failed" to capture
Osama bin laden?
Apparently these facts do not
matter to an incessant dissemi
natoi of misinformation like Mr.
( linton wlio seems to care more
about his tainted image than liis

own country
i guess it's really not all that
surprising, because during liis
presidency he usually followed
the most recent opinion polls
when making decisions instead
of actually doing what he felt was
right fin tlie country.
In fact, perhaps he was too
busy worrying about Ids image
during the Monica I.ewinsky
sex scandal lo bother with
thwarting terrorists.
Well this selfish behavior hurt
our country then and it's hurt-

ing us now.
\ear the end of the interview,
Bill Clinton blew up and accused
Fox News of engaging in a conspiracy to shame his name; but
I think Clinton has done a good
enough job of that himself
Hv hogging the spoiligh: and
screaming inlantile phrases
like "liar, liar, pants on fire," Bill
Clinton is joining the game of
partisan bickering and finger
pointing concerning Sept. 11.
which only seeks to undermine
and exacerbate our legitimate
efforts in the war on terror.
What good does any of this do
for our country except to make
us look like idiots to our enemies
and the rest of the worid?
Osama's probably having a
good laugh right now. and why
shouldn't lie lie?
After all, he's getting exactly
what he wants: While disingenuous men like Bill Clinton
air occupied politicizing the
war on terror and changing
history, he's busy planning
more terrorist strikes.
A man like (linton, who purports to conduct himself on the
plane of dignity, should definitely

know better.
Turning a horrific event into a
political, self-defensive ram is not
going to help us, nor will it bring
back those who |x'rished in the
World Trade Centers.
So if Bill Clinton a'ally cares
alxmt his country he'll keep his
n ii null shut and own up to his
mistakes like President Bush.
Doing so would make our
country safer from terror and
might, just might, restore whatever validity he has, left.

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

power, especially along Islamic
nations.
Without changing, Iran will
rum inlo another North Korea.
Regardless of what the UN says
or does, die Iranian government
will pursue nuclear technology
and weaponry.
I lowever, having nuclear weapons does not necessarily mean a
country will use them. In the 60
years of ihcir existence, ihe United
Stales is still the only country lo
actually use nuclear weapons.
Plus.' il doesn't help thai Ihe
Bush Administration considers
Iran an enemy. I xigically, you
don't want your enemy lo have
such weapons, but what would
happen If ban suddenly became
our friend?
There's already an example
of thai in Pakistan, when In the
1990s, we opposed them having nuclear bombs After Bush
coerced the Pakistani government into being our ally, the
issue of them having nukes
faded into obscurity.
Same wilh the former Soviet
Union.
Ibr years, we didn't want them
to have nukes, but when Russia
embraced democracy, we forgave
diem for having a nuclear arsenal.
So we've established why Iran
wants nuclear weapons.
Giving Iran nuclear weapons
is not appeasement, especially
if they're going to continue to
seek them regardless of any UN
action. So why not just let them
keep their program out in Ihe
public, where global eyes can
keep (rack of il?
Sure, il could theoretically set
off an anus race in the Middle
East, bin sooner or later, one of
diose governments will build such
weapons. When that day comes,
whether its Iran, Saudi Arabia,
Syria. Turkey, or others, we won't
be abk? lo stop an arms race.
In fact, as I mentioned before,
a Middle Easlem country already
dins haw nuclear weapons:
Israel. Once again, because Israel
is an ally, its no problem they're
biding Iheir nuclear program.
A hidden benefit of allowing
such a tiling is peace. Countries
with nuclear capabilities balance
each other out power-wise, and
while there is tension, Ihere is also
a lack of conflict.
Plus, Iran would be somewhat
satisfied, meaning that our focus
can be placed on bigger regional
issues. There are far greater issues
in tile Middle East, such as combating the spread of extremist
Islamic views among the poor
and young So lei ban prove it's
worthy lo be a major player. It's a
crazy idea, but you never know...
il might just work.

BRIAN SZEABELSKI

While Mill Clinton was not nn
law irilc ptvsident by a long-shot,
i admit I kiiulot liknl iheguy
AlihouuM he never reaDy
accomplished anything ol real
importance during his tenure,
there's no arguing he had a
charisma ami penchant for plaralion that was autulh tough
to resist
Urifbrtunatery, the once versatile man who could coerce someone Into believing he was actu.ill-, doingwork instead of unzipping his fly in front of interns in
the i Kill (Hfice has pecendy been
losing more of his validity, and
with it. die small shied ofUngei
ing respect I had lot him.
in a heated interview yesterday on "Fox News Sunday," the
Conner Democratic president
lambasted "right-wingers" In
response to recent criticisms
thai he did not lake appropriate
measures to capture Osama bin
I aden during his presidency
"But at least I tried." Clinton
said when asked whether he
had tailed to fully anticipate bin
laden's danger during his years

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for

EVAN PINCHAM,
Freshman. Finance

Clinton's
arrogance
hurts
America

fc

If one thing has been hogging
headlines recently, it's been the
showdown between the United
Slates and Iran over Iran's nuclear
program. While there have been
threats of sanctions and fears of
military action, few thing, seem
certain at this point.
All we know is Iran wants
to develop their "commercial"
nuclear program, wliile die
United Stales doesn't want diem
to have nuclear power. If we can
draw anything from the media's
rc|xirting on the issue, its dial
Iran and its president. Mahmoud
Ahmadiiiejad. are insane, and
America is fighting to save Ihe
world from Iran's bombs.
Every single person in America
seems to believe a nuclear Iran
WOUM either mean the end of
ihe world, or terrorists would get
nuclear weapons. That seems a
little excessive, especially when
terrorists could just as easily steal
unguarded nuclear weapons
from Russia
In ii-.ilii v. it's much more than
just the argument "Iran is bad."
Thews a clear solution lo this
problem, one that sounds as
crazy as Ahmadiiiejad seems, but
might work. Instead of staunchly
denying Iran nuclear technology, lei them have it. This does
include nuclear weapons, as
crazy as it sounds.
Before you write me off as
insane, Iran has some very solid
reasons for wanting a nuclear
arsenal. To the east. India and
llikislan hold nuclear weapons
and are within strike range. To
the north is nuclear superpower
Russia, and to the west lies Israel,
a country with nuclear weapons
dial often shoots first and asks
questions later.
Imagine if we didn't have any
nuclear weajions, but Mexico,
Canada, and Venezuela all did
Wouldn't you wan! die American
government to have nuclear
weajions as wellV lin sure il'd lie
reasonable lo say yes.
Nuclear weapons are also a
source of political power. Iran sees
them, perhaps correctly, as a way
of being seen as a growing world

Send comments to Bitan Siabelski at
bs26bei9bqsu.edu.

WEB SITE POLL
Do you think the fines better fit the civil infractions In the city of Bowling Green?

Yes 4$%
No 16%
What does infraction mean' 27%
Undecided 14%

Total respondents 51
This BG News poll is not scientific and reflects (he opinions of only [hose Internet users who have
chosen lo participate. The results cannot be assumed to represent the opinions of Internet users
in general, nor the public as a whole

Send comments to Daniel liptan at
dlipm9bgiu.edu.
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brush-cut former high school
jock from Raven na. (Hiio, said
aftei his zip-line adventure.

BUND
From Page 3
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REMEMBRANCE GIFTS; Shawn Crawford places stuffed animals in front of an
apartment in the John DeShieWs public housing complex yesterday in East St. Louis. IH.
near where three children were found murdered Saturday

Woman accused in
friend's murder case
ByJIMSUHR
Associated Press Writer

EAST ST. LOUIS, III. (AP) —
By all accounts, Tiffany Hall
and limella Tunstall were like
sisters, survivors in ihis place
defined by crime, poverly,
crumbling buildings and pot'
holed roads.
The [wo were quiet loners
who gravitated toward each
other at school. They both
became teenage mothers.
Years later with two children
of her own, according to media
reports, I lall baby-sat Tunstall's
three kids.
With numbing grief, both
families are trying to fathom
how things went so horrifically wrong.
Hall, 24, is jailed on $5 million but id. accused on Saturday
of killing 23-year-old Tunstall
and the fetus that authorities
say was cut from her womb,
perhaps with scissors.
Utter Sanjiday, afurious twoday search lor Tunstall's missing children— ae.rs .'.:'.mil 1 —
ended with another grisly discovery: Authorities found the
children's decomposing bodies
stuffed in the washer and dryer
at the apartment they shared
with their mother.

"At least they're at peace with
their mom," LaDonna Tunstall.
the slain woman's stepmother, told the Belleville NewsI temocrat
As for Hall, she added,
"God is going to have to deal
with her."
Hall hasn't been charged in
the children's deaths, which
preliminary autopsy findings
Sunday suggested were caused
by drowning, deputv St. (Hair
County coroner Ace Hart said.
While in custody. Hart says.
I lall told investigators she killed
the children at another location, then hauled them home
and hid them in the washer
and dryer.
As authorities wait for toxicology tests that would show if the
children were drugged or poisoned, investigators were tracing back over a 10-day stretch
that appeared to get darker by
the second.
Refusing to discuss a motive,
prosecutors say Hall killed
Tunstall, who was seven
months pregnant, on or about
Sept. 15. Utter that night. Hart
says, Hall summoned authorities to the l:rank Molten State
Park where police found her
with a dead baby she claims
she delivered stillborn.

Flood waters in Midwest
South start to recede
By Dylan T. Lov.n
The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Stormy weather blamed
for 12 deaths in the Midwest
and South subsided yesterday, though residents in
some stales remained shut
out of their homes due to
high waters.
Flood warnings remained
in effect for parts of Arkansas,
Kentucky and Missouri. Many
Kentucky roads were still
submerged yesterday, but
waters in many areas began
to recede.
"It looks like everything's
kind of quieting down, and
things are being handled on
the local level right now," said
Buddy Rogers, a spokesman
for the Kentucky Division of
Emergency Management in
Frankfort.
The storms that hit
parts of Arkansas, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri
and Tennessee Friday and
Saturday stranded people in
cars, forced others from their
homes and left thousands
without power.
The death toll in Kentucky

reached eight, including a
father and his l-ycar-uld
daughter in a truck that skidded in floodwalers. Two deaths
were reported in Arkansas,
and in Illinois, authorities
say lightning was the apparent cause of a house fire that
killed two elderly women.
The National Weather
Service reported that areas of
Kentucky received at least 5
inches of rain, with isolated
regions getting close to 10
inches. Over 24 hours, parts
of northeast Arkansas and
southeast Missouri received
more than 10 inches of rain,
the weather service reported.
In Kentucky, about 200
people at Terrapin Hill
Harvest Festival were evacuated by boats and school
buses to transport after rising waters forced an evacuation, said RUthann Phillips
of the Red dross.
It was almost Katrina-like
pretty much," said Chester
Craig, a lieutenant with the
Mercer Central Volunteer lire
Department. "There were
vehicles underwater and
people were walking around
iua daze."
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find work or enroll in college.
Two other centers fou tided on
the same six-to-nine month
boot camp approach — Blind
Inc.. in Minneapolis, and
the Colorado Center for the
Blind, In Littleton — enjoy
similar success.
The private, federally
subsidized schools train
students to get around with
canes, read Braille, shop,
cook, clean and master software that turns computerscieen words and some
images into audible speech.
Confidence-building is the
essential spice in everything, which is why Allen's
students spent three days
in leafy eastern Tennessee
riding rapids, hiking, teetering with arms outstretched
acrosscablesstrungbetween
tree trunks and skimming
1.000 feet down a mountain
on a zip line.
"You know how they tell
you never to look down? Well,
we can't!" Luke Cassi, 19, a

Being blind may make it
better, Cowsar ventured:
"It's less anticipation, more

adrenaline."
All the derring-do "gives
people bragging rights when
they get back home — thai
and ammunition when people tell you can't do something.'' said jerry Darnell.
the school's pony-tailed
shop instructor.
In fact, virtually all the
school's students Ml on everj
exclusion challenge.
"If you start saying no to
the little things, it makes
it easy to say no to the big
things,'' Darnell continued
as, behind him, a young man
dropped his cane in a memorable spot and started up
eight flights ol stairs to the
top ni a water slide,
Cane travel, home economics and deftness with
computer software foi the
blind are among the center's
requirements of all students
because they're liberating.
And liberation is the heart ol
the mallei.

FASHION
From Page 3

\

showcase clothes needed to look
professional
"The) are two scenes, which
are business casual and business piolessional. \t die heginuing of the show, we will have
raffle tickets given mil and raffle
ballot them off. At Intermission
we will raffle off the other hall
by giving away whomever can
answer the piolessional dress
and etiquette questions correctly" Qevengersaid.
I'residents, vice presidentsand

PROJECTS
From Page 3
"Someone's senior project or idea

could become their business fa
the next Jin are," sa) s smith.
Mealso wants tocreateneH co
op and Internship opportunities
by bringingin a businessand having them build al the universities
research park by Mefjer. This is
something thai Smith feels is not

others who hold high positions
in organizations need to know
how to dress professionally,
I feel honored that I was
asked lii be a model. Being the
DSC, President, these kind of
clothes are whal I have to wear
on a daily basis." said senior
Bernard Little, "So, I deliniteh
think it'll be a way I" show students how to dress in professional situations."
lid SEA will hold two more

events later this semester.
"Myth-Busting: Praxis and

Methods" will be held Oct.
24 and "Educational News:
Informational" will be held
Dec. 4.
unrealistic giving the examples ol
Californialnstimteofleohnology,
Duke University, Massachusetts
Institute of technology and the
University ol North Carolina as
schools thai have alread) sue
cessfulry built businesses in their
;i search parks.
Smith says the knowledge and
expertise the Unrversft) has to
oiler COUM promote business
growth, create new jobs and promiiienew technology throughout
die legion.

Dude,
it
we lived at
Copper Beech...

SPORTS
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Questions
abound after
horrific loss

CROSS COUNTRY
Falcons compete
at Roy Griak
Invitational
Roflow finished 49 of the
288 finishers in the women's
6.000-meter race while
Kipchoge finished 34 out
of 301 runners in the men's
8.000-meter race. Roflow's
time of 22:31 currently ranks
her 14 on the 6K All-Time
list Kipchoge finished as
the number six runner in the
region at the meet. Full stories in tomorrow's BG News.

Ohio teams find
two different
outcomes

BRANDSON HEISS

STONE WALLED: Pete* Winovich gels slopped by a herd ol Kent Slate defenders Saturday following a kick return The Falcons couldn't gel any offense going in their 58-5 loss to the
Golden Flashes.

While Carson Palmer and
the Bengals came from
behind to win on Sunday, the
Browns saw their lead slip
away to the Ravens.
Read more on page seven.

OUR CALL
On the way up
The Cincinnati Bengals:
A 28-20 victory against the
defending champs
this week has
people saying.
Who dey and everyone else
saying Who cares.'

On the way down
U.S. Ryder Cup team:
Despite the efforts of Tiger
Woods and Jim
Furyk the U.S.
Ryder Cup team
was outplayed again, falling
181/2 to 91/2 in the tournament.

The List
After some seriously
gut-wrenching defeats this
weekend, we note the five
most disappointed fan bases
in the Mid-West.
1.BGSU: 38-3 to Kent,
that was ugly Falcon fans
can't help but be upset.

Still 'Kent' believe it
By Colin Wilton
Assistant Sports Editor
it BGSU football had one game
In which they had to prove something ibis season, it was this
week's game with Kent State.
Unfortunately they proved very
little. A 38-3 loss to the Golden
Flashes has the Falcons reeling
and searching lor answers with
little time to find them.
"Our youth has been exposed
— that's what we're talking about
here," said BG Coach Gregg
Brandon. To line up with as
many freshmen as we're playing
.mil expect these kids to execute
consistently; that's what we're
asking them to do, but we're not
getting it done."
For the first time this year,
IK i's offense sputtered badly. The
passing game was a non-factor
and the rushing game although
it had its moments, was transparent after a while.
Kent on the other hand was firing mi all cylinders on their first
two drives, sending the young
Falcons into a tailspin that they
could not seem to steer their way
out of.
"There's still a learning curve
but we can't usethatasanexcuse,"

said BG linebacker lerrell White.

"We have In just pick it up and
c\ cry one has got to become older
than thev really are."

"Somebody has to
emerge on this football team besides
Freddie Barnes."
Gregg Brandon | Coach
I be beginning drive seemed
as though it was going to result in
points lor the falcons as Freddie
Barnes and Dan Macon teamed
up to rush the lull for about 30
yards and Barnes completed two
passes for 10 yards. That was not
the case though as BG gambled
on fourth down and sixand Andre
Kirkland made his first tackle for
a loss of the day. That would not
be the last time his name would
be called.
As for the Kent State offense,
they took (he field with renewed
confidence after their win at
Miami last week. They backtracked on their first play with a
false start but their first play from
scrimmage made up for it.
Shawn Bayes took a reverse
band-off and got to the sideline, sprinting 79 yards for the
game's first score. That turned
out to be the last significant
momentum shift as Kent did
not lei up the whole game after
taking the 7-0 lead.
"It was an over-pursuit," White-

said. "We just have to make sure
everyone is on their assignments
and in the right place."
Kent added two more offensive touchdowns in the first half
as Freddie Barnes struggled,
overthrowing his receivers and
throwing an interception before
heading to the locker room for t lie
breakdown 21-3.
The offense had a hard time
finding an identity all day, the
running game worked somewhat
but its lack of parody was hard to
play off of. The deficit played a
factor in the need In pass as well
and Barnes was under a lot of
pressure to perform.
"Somebody has to emerge
on this football team besides
Freddie Barnes," Brandon said.
"Somebody has to emerge as a
playmaker."
Barnes was resolute about his
inability to make plays all day
after having such a promising
start to his career.
"It was definitely a learning
experience for me just to know
that anything can happen," said
Barnes. "It's definitely going to be
back to the drawing board."
After Barnes' first pass
attempt of the second half was
intercepted on a spectacular
one-handed catch by Kirkland.
coach Gregg Brandon decided

1972: Last time BG
lost to Kent at home
■ Richard Noon was president
■ An avalanche on Mount Fiji kills
19 climbers
■ The first cellular phone call is
made in New Yo*fc
■ Watergate first break-in.
■ Nine people Mled and 150 injured
in Belfast. Ireland n the "Bloody
Friday" bombings
■ Munich Massacre II Ivaeh athletes at the 197? Summer Otyrrpcs
nMuniiiarernurtfered
■ tobertoQen»«e ate ria rire crash
off the coast of Puerto Rico.
■ Mas Cowboy. Super BovdChamps
■ USC foocbdft NCAA Champs
■ UCLA LasiabalNCAA Champs
■ BcflontiunsStantyCipOarTps
■ LALakmNBAOarps

Game notes
■ Satuni^rT»ted (he third game ha tow
that BGsopponent got thei fist score
on a play of 79 yank or more
■ It wosatotte fa troths the Fakcns
fated to score a totrMwi h a game
SfttSeptentelZ199aa48-5lossto
fcm State
■ The game was also the frst time the
Falcons bled to score a touchdown at
home sra October 7.1995 n a 21 -0 loss

toMimPi)
■ TheoWealvsasthebr^estrnargiiof
bss by BG h the history of Doyt L
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Perry Stadium

2. MSU: They were
pounding Notre Dame. Then
they decided to throw when
they should have been killing
the dock and lost 40-37.
3. Browns: After leading

Volleyball opens MAC
play with two wins

14-3 at halftime their offense
could not get it done and
they ultimately lost 15-14.
4. Lions: Just when they
thought they'd get their
offense going, they made
Favre look 10 years younger
and gave up 31 points.

5. White Sox: A
Detroit clinch
and four
games
between
them and
the Twins
presents
imminent
doom.

ByAdimMi.iin
Reporter
Fast starts are only good if you
can finish strung. IK I's women's
volleyball team did both this
weekend, sweeping two matches against Toledo and Ball State
to open up Mid-American
Conference play,
Thetwo matches, both played
at Anderson Arena proved that
the Falcons 10-2 start might
only be the beginning of things
to come. The team currently
is on an eight match winning
streak as well.
Friday night, BG turned the
tables on Toledo, defeating the
Rockets 30-23,30-25 and 30-25,
Last year at Toledo, the Rockets
defeated BG in three games.
The team was led by
Stephanie Swigcr, who had
14 kills, 3 digs and hit a .400
on offense. Kendra Halm also
added 13 kills while hitting .357.
Chelsey Meek turned kept the
team in many points as she had
19 digs.
"Our two middles, Halm

and Swiger, were near unstoppable," said coach Denise Van
De Wallc. "If you look at the
numbers alone, it seems like
everyone had a good night. The
offense was real good and the
middle attack was also solid."
The first two games between
the rivals saw back and forth
action for most of the first half
of each game. BG was able to
pull away in both games with
strong finishes and took that
momentum into the last game
of the weekend.
In the final game, IIT led for
much of the match, and even
led late 23-22. BG took initiative as it did in the first two
games and rallied, taking eight
of the final 10 points to secure
yet another win.
"We followed our game plan
this weekend which had us
working on serving the ball
tougher," said Swiger. "We
wanted to play well at the net
and get our blocks in as well."
"There were some key points
S«eNETTERS|Page7

Falcons struggle in loss
to Purple Aces
By Bill Bord.wick
Reporter
It was almost like there were
two different teams in those
white BGSU jerseys as the
BG took on the Purple Aces
of F.vansville. Unfortunately
for the Falcons, the team
that came out in the second
half could not make up for
the output of the team that
played the first half.
The Falcons lost to the
Aces by a 4-1 margin Sunday
in front of the home fans at
Mickey Cochrane Field yesterday. The Falcons played
pooriy in the first half and
found themselves down by
three goals before the game
reached the 25-minute mark.
Midfielder Dustin Awe took
a pass from forward Tom
Irvin and was able to beat BG
goalkeeper Paul Shoemaker
to get the Purple Aces on the
board in the third minute of
the match.
The Purple Ace scoring in
the first half concluded when
midfielder Sam Bornstein

took a pass from midfielder
Kieran Purcell and was able
to beat the Falcon defense for
the goal in the 24th minute.
"It's
unfortunate that
we didn't have the effort in
the first half that we had in
the second half or we probably would have been fine,"
said coach Fred Thompson.
"Right away we're not awake
to start the game and give up
a goal two minutes in. You
can't give anything up in the
first five minutes."
There was a different
Falcon team that came out
after halftime. BG controlled
most of the second half and
out shot the Purple Aces 1411 after being out shot in the

first half 9-1.
Although
the
Falcons
controlled possession, the
Purple Aces got the second
half scoring under way with
a goal from forward Stephan
Minyono.
I lunter Van llouten led the
second half charge with three
S

SOCCER

I
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Watching BG's 38-3 loss to Kent
Stateon Saturday, I was reminded of painful trips to the dentist
when I was young, where shots
were administered and teeth
were being pulled right before
my eyes.
Then I remembered that
those dentist visits weren't
even close to the same thing,
because at the end of the day,
those never resulted in losing by 35 points at home to
Kent State.
Apparently, coach Gregg
Brandon was one of very few in
attendance who could foresee
the Falcon massacre.
"I'm not going to lie or try to
paint a rosy picture," Brandon
said. "I saw this coming— 1 saw
this coming two weeks ago. We
barely beat Buffalo [48-40 in 3OTs|, and beat an FIU team that
was OK.
"Our youth has been exposed
— that's what we're talking
about here."
Youth exposed? The freshmen now have four games
under their belt, and in none of
the previous three did BG look
as inept as it did against MidAmerican Conference doormat
Kent State on Saturday.
The game will undoubtedly
go down as one of the worst
defeats in BG football history.
Never, in the 40-year history of
Doyt Perry Stadium, have the
Falcons lost by this great of a
margin at home. Lest we forget,
the loss came at the hands of
Kent State, a team who hadn't
earned a win in Bowling Green
since the Nixon administration.
So now as most losses do, it
all boils down to two simple
questions: What went wrong?
And who's to blame? Although
assigning blame is a tricky task,
seeing what went wrong in this
game is as easy as dunking over
a six-year-old on a Fisher-Price
basketball hoop.
On offense, starter Anthony
Turner was out with an injury,
and talented back-up Freddie
Barnes struggled with his
accuracy. Meanwhile, a lack
of creativity in play-calling
has bottled up a potentially
lethal offense.
Defensively, Saturday's game
was one giant step backward.
The Falcons defense yielded 357
yards to Kent State on only 60
plays, which works out to a gain
of nearly six yards per snap.
Ironically special teams was
BG's best phase of the game,
going virtually error free and
not missing a PAT for the first
time this year.
Then again, it's hard to miss
one of those when your team
never scores a touchdown.
"That certainly is not Bowling
Green football you saw there
today, it was embarrassing,"
Brandon said.
The 12,967 in attendance
Saturday expecting to see
"Bowling Green football" saw
something entirely different
— a team with no true leaders, no sense of urgency and
whose effort is being brought
into question by Brandon.
Sure, youth is easy to fall back
on when things go wrong, but
where's the accountability from
the coaches? There is no doubt
the team looked vastly unprepared on the field and showed
no ability to adjust on either
side of the ball. Play calling
remained as unimaginative as
ever and Kent State was two or
three steps ahead of BG for the
full four quarters.
Still, Brandon continues to
point toward the inexperience
and youth of the team.
"We're kind of a deer in the
headlight team right now with
a lot of young guys that don't
know how to win right now,"
Brandon said.
If this team is a deer in the
headlights, let's just hope that
the 2006 season doesn't end up
being a speeding 18-wheeler.

Send comments to John at
johnt@bgsu.edu.
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shots on goal including two that
hit the crossbar and the goal
post respectively.
"Hunter Van Houtcn had
two great opportunities — one
off the crossbar, one off the
post," Thompson said. "It was
unfortunate because they both
looked like they were going in.
He played very well and created some great opportunities. I
kind of wish he would have gotten a goal to reward his efforts,"
Thompson said.
The Falcons got on the board
when midfielder/forward Ryan
Perea was tripped up in the
penalty box, which resulted in
a penalty kick. I'erea was able to
convert the free kick to put BG on
the board in the 87th minute.
"I was hoping for a little more
consistency," Thompson said.
"We got back to playing a half
and not playing a half. So Friday
against Northern Illinois we're
hoping to play longer."
The four goals the Purple
Ace offense didn't shock BG.
The team is ranked No. 13 in
the nation in goals scored per
game with an average of 2.57
per match.
F.vansville is familiar with
coach Thompson. Thompson
was an assistant coach for the
Purple Aces from 2002-2003'. I le
actually took the job of current
Purple Ace head coach Mike
lacobs. Jacobs was the Bvansville
assistant coach and then left to
take another coaching position
and Thompson was hired for
the role of assistant coach after
lacobs left.
"There are five guys on the
Bvansville team that I recruited and they all played very
well today,"
Thompson said. "So I am
happy for them and happy that
I did a good job recruiting them.
It would have been really nice to
get a decision against them."

Palmer, Bengals
beat Steelers
with pass game
ByALanRobinaon
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH — He hated the
eight months of exhausting rehabilitation, and the team that made
him go through it. Carson Palmer
didn't play the way he wanted
against the team he dislikes the
most, but the result couldn't have
been more satisfying,
Alternating between brilliant
and awful, the Cincinnati quarterback threw two touchdown
passes to TJ. Houshmandzadch
less than a minute apart midway
through the fourth quarter following Pittsburgh Steelers turnovers
and the unbeaten Bengals rallied
for a 28-20 victory Sunday over the
Super Bowl champions.
"We're a better team than we

JORDAN FIOWER
BLOCK: Kendia Halm qoes f« a block Friday night against Toledo The Falcons won
the match.
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where we got them to make
errors or we made a big block,"
said Van IV Walle. "We look
over like we are used to doing
and we won. The blocking
and hitting was very good
tonight. That was our goal for
this game, block and hit well
and we were able to do that. 1
give credit to the III defense
though, as they kept them in
all three games."
"The crowd tonight was
awesome," said Van l)e Walle.
"They were a really good
crowd, staying in the game ai
all times. I hey brought some
energy to this match for us."
Once
Saturday
rolled
around, the Falcons had to
turn their attention to another
rival, Ball Stale.
The CardinaK came Into
the match having won 23 ol
the past 2-1 meetings between
the two schools. BGSU simply
dominated the match, winning all 3 games by scores of
30-22,30-18 and 30-19.
"We attacked the ball very
well, with our net game also
playing great," said Senior
Chrissy Gothke. "Our offense
and serving basically won the
matches lor us."
The team was led again by
Swiger, who had 18 kills and
three digs. Halm turned in 10
kills with Corey Domek and
Madeline Means each getting
seven kills. Means also led the

team in digs with 19,
BGSU used a couple of small
runs to open up the lead In
the first game and they never
looked i>.i> k. after opening 171(1 lead.
The second game produced
the same results, as BGSU
pulled away from a 1 l-ll tie
with a few points and never
trailed again in the game.
In the final game of the
match BOSIJ played one of
its most dominant games this
year, going virtually unchallenged by the Cardinals.
\gain. the teams were last tied
al II II but llt.SU cruised in
victory by winning 19 of the
last 27 points.
"We knew we wanted to play
hard, as Ball State is one of Our
rivals," said Swiger." I hej are
a left side dominant team so
we knew we had to put up a
good block on that side and
serve well to win."
"I thought the crowd was
amazing this weekend,'' said
Swiger. "We all could not get
over how many people showed
up to these two games. We
loved being able to win in front
of them and hope that they
will be coming back to the rest

of our home matches."
BGSU will have a short
week of practice before
they host Miami University
on Wednesday at 7 p.m. at
Anderson Arena. The Falcons
will look to go 3-0 in MAC
play before the head out to
bekalb, ILtotakeon Northern
Illinois.

that he would put in true
freshman Tyler Sheehan.
"IBamesI had guys wide
open and could noi convert,"
Brandon said. "He missed
some things that he's got to lie
able to do if he's going to play
quarterback for us. I le missed
some reads and kind of got
flustered back there a couple
of times."
Sheehan had been, told to
be lead] during the week's
practice but the game situation was more than he could
have expected.
"It was really exciting for me."
said Sheehan. "Obviously I had
butterflies in my stomach like
most people would."
Sheehan was poised, completing eight of 14 passes for
64 yards. On the down side
he did throw an interception
and seemed to hang on to
me ball a little too long. He
was sacked four times, one ol
which he fumbled.
The day was summed up b)
sheehan wen easDy
"They came out and didn't
have airy turnovers and we had
six and that was the difference
in Ihe game," Sheehan said
I hi' game marked the first
time since 1 SMI thai the Hashes
defeated BG and just the sec
owl time since HUM. It was also
the lirst time since 1972 Dial
they won at BG,
Kirkland. who is likely to win
the MAC last Defensive Player
ol the Week, had tWO interceptions and two pass break tips,
i le also had 11 tackles, two "i
which were sacks including the
forced tumble on Sheehan.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Browns remain winless after week three
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — Matt Stover
kicked the Havens to their lirst
3-0 start since football returned
to Baltimore.
Stover IxMiti-d a 52-yard field
goal with 'M seconds left Sunday
as the Havens remained unlx'aten with a 15-14 win over the
ties eland Browns
Stover's 12th career gamewinning kick came after Ravens
cornerback Chris McAlister
Intercepted a pass in (levdands
Charlie Rye in the end zone wWi
3:21 remaining as the Browns 'i
i weie driving.
Baltimore's Steve McXair then
went 6-of-9 lor 52 yards to set
up the 38-year-old Stover, who
spent live years in Cleveland
but left In 1995 when owner \n
Model moved his franchise to
Maryland.

As tile kick In Mover, the onh
former Browns player still on

Baltimore! roster, sailed through
the uprights. Baltimore: bench
erupted In celebration while
( lev eland lanshemoanedanother tough loss for the Browns.
Cleveland led 14-3 at lialftirne
and was iinly one pl.iv from putting the game aw.ry
Stover also kicked a pair of 32yard field goals,
McNait finished 23-of-4l for
264 yards and threw a 3-yard
II) pass to Todd Heap on the
lirst play of the fourth quarter.
The Havens (.'Mil sacked I rvc
seven times and limited the
drowns to just 91 total yards in
the second half.
I ive, making big plays on the
fly and shaking oil Baltimore's
best shots, threw a all-yard touch down pass to llraylon Edwards
and ran for another 11)1 le bad
the Browns in position for a big
win, but on second-and-goal at
Baltimore's 4-yard line, he got
hlindsided In Havens linebacker
Hart Scott on his pass intended
for Edwards.

McAlister, though, had excellent position and stepped inside
ol Edwards to pick off Rryes
throw
McNali took over bom there,
completing four straight passes
to move the Ravens into fieldgoal territory.
\lter Stovers kick, the browns
last chance ended when linebacket (lary stills stripped loshua
Cribbs at the :\2 and recovered
the ball.
I rye finished 21-of-33 for
,i career-high 296 yards for the
Browns, who were without leading rusher Reuben Droughns
sbouldei .
Fryc's I-yard TD run with 24
seconds left before halftime
capped a 74-yard drive during
which the browns' second-year
QB had to scramble from iron
ble before finding his primary
playmakers — KeOen winslow.
Edwards and Dennis Northcutt
— as Cleveland took a surprising
BROWNS

Under Renovation
Located on the corner ol 8th and Hioh St.
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• Carpal
.' Range 8 Hood
J

Refrigerators

. Lighting Fixtures w/ ran
'•cj Closet Organizara
Kitchen Vinyl
. ■ Paaal Bi-Fold Clasals

Birch Run Golf Club

.. Bedroom I Bathroom Doors
Great Afiordable Bates
Spacious Bedrooms

Only 10 Minytet Irani Canaua!

Free membership to
Chanywood Health Spa

2 miles off 1-75 South rt
Norm Baltimore on St fit 18
Student ID Special:

Payments Made Easy
at accaal Visa. ataatetearrj Cash or Chick

<2» Weekday 1B Holes with cart

E flat

Weekend 18 Holes with cart

•rflci Inn

Fialarraa Pieawttae Ca
For More Information
C.illot Visit Us on Ihe Woo
419-352-9378
p(0lCI'tdpfOp«»lkr»CO cc

MotvFit 8-12 o.1-4:W
530 S Maple St

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

Savory Bites

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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• Graduated from the Pennsylvania
Institute of Culinary Arts
• Previously employed by a chef
who was on the food Network
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• Passionate about chocolate,
started own business Sweet Dreams

DINING SERVICES
Food with Character
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were last year and we expected to

the MC North over the Steelers

strong wind with his hands over

(1-2), who couldn't withstand a

his head but never controlled it,

second mediocre game in seven

and the Bengals scored on the

days b) their nun rehabilitating

next play.

Ben Roethlisberger. recover-

Steelers coach Bill Cowher said

bul it took everything we had."

ing from an offseason motor-

ol using an inexperienced punt

running back Rudi Minson said

cycle accident and appendicitis

returner in a ke\ situation.

attack, was an ineffective

18-

of-39 for 209 yards and three

was

almost since the moment kimo

interceptions. Kevin Kaesviharn

Steelers had penalties lor BXCes

von OelhohVn tore apart Ills

made the third and final pick-

sue celebration and taunting

knee by rolling atop it early In

oil, on a third-and-10 from the

Pittsburgh's playoff victory in

Bengals' lfi with Pittsburgh try-

January. Palmer had three fum-

ing to drive for the tying score in

bles, two Interceptions and was

the closing seconds.

n loss Monday to Jacksonville,

sacked si\ times, yet overcame

With the Bengals scoring 21
points off Steelers turnovers,
Palmer twice hit Henry for touchdowns for a 14-7 haiftime lead.
Then, after the Steelers seemed
in control even while leading
only 17-14 in the fourth, I'almei
took advantage of fumbles In
punt returner Kicardo Coklough
and running back Verron I laynes
to hit Houshmandzadeh on ID
throws of 9 and 30 yards only 54
seconds apart
I loushmand/adch had missed
two games with a heel injury but,
With the Steelers limiting star

couldn't have gotten off to a

with

four

touchdown

passes while going lH-of-26 for
193 yards
"I didn't take anything personal into this game," said Palmer.
who during the offseason s.iid
how much he hated the Steelers.
"I didn't CDme in hen thinking.

'It's payback time, let's get these
guys.' I came in here thinking
it's a divisional game and let's
get a win."
Chris Henry, the wide receiver
hurt on the same pbq as Palmer,
wasn't as diplomatic.
"We
back

planned
this

year

Pittsburgh

two

unhappy

fumble

at

the

of his career — fumbling on conrecovering each rime before his

"It shows how good your team

Iswhenyoui quarterback doesn't

The Steelers. with a chance to
Bcngals'tihclorcMariieuU'illiams

An

regular-season

and the Baltimore Havens

Colclough tried to catch a tum-
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returner.

bling punt (hat was aided by a

an opponents 20.

ii frequently fizzled in the first

ing on offense after haiftime and

quarter as the Browns picked up

pulled within

jusi l.'tyardsand l-rve was sacked

14-9 In the third

Baltimore

went

for

2.
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Old Icelandic saga
Heart connection
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Playwnght Coward
Star of "The Wise Little Hen"
Seethe
Superlatively tempestuous
Part of a mailing add.
Bruno of "City Slickers"
Gateway rival
Most strange
Thinks about
Gargoyle
Beauty parlor
Actress Ruby
Final bio?
"Call Me
"
Nutmeg spice
Drawn Abnef
Fastidious
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alter gelling

starling

position,

their
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best

second quarter.

irywelllackson.

I he Ravens, who went o-for-

Without Droughns. Cleveland's

first ii) allowed by the Ravens

«' www.rlacnr.nisl
or call 4ig.3S2.3568

fi on third-down conversions In

offense figured in spinier, and

i dwards for a SB-yard score, the

Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Campus Events

Spring

Break

destinations!

Best

deals guaranteed! Highest rep comEVERY MONDAY

missions. Visit www.ststravel.com or
call 1-800-648-4849. Great group

TOMATO SOUP &

discounts

GRILLED CHEESE
Services Offered
McDonald Dining Center

Pregnant7 Confidential, tree & professional

testing

BG

Pregnancy

Center 419-354-4673.

.«fl&CA

IN THE GREENERY
AT THE UNION

Running Specials

11 30 - 2

2006/2007
Coll 353.5800

Monday • Friday

Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

From Only $485!
• Ground floor ranch

Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrni Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrni.
( .II norts
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Findla\ Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2bdrmApts

Wachovia Securities
Financial Network
Sales Assistant

Duties Include.
* Office Administration
" Reception
"Preparing Presentations
* Typing Skills and Computer
Knowledge a Must
Hours: 10 hours per week/Flextime
E-mail Resume to
jpino@wachoviafinet.com
Fax:419-861-9839 Attn:Joseph Pino
Wachovia Securities Financial Network. LLC. Member NASD SIPC
Wachovia recognizes and values
the diversity of its employees, customers and business partners.
EOE. MF DV

AFTER SCHOOL GROUP LEADER
Available 6:30am to 6:00pm
Call tor more into. Sara Perna
419-251-9622. Submit resume to.
sperna@ymcatoledo.org

Responsible for assisting the teach
er m the operation of a.m. andor
p.m session in compliance with national standards for our Bowling
Green Center Required HS diploma
or GED with prior experience working with children, infants and tod
dlers Year Round Part Time, avg
25hrsAvk . $7.50 hr
Bus Monitor - BM BG $K
Responsible for assisting m providing safe transportation of children
and families to designated locations
Required high school diploma or
general education degree (GED): up
to one year experience and'or training working with children and adults,
or equivalent combination of education and experience Seasonal, parttime, avg 20 hrswk $7 00 nr
Center SuPHHuto -_CSBGCT
Responsible for assisting m the operation of Early Childhood programs
for our Fostona Center. Required
High School Diploma or GED and
Prior experience working with young
children. The posilion is on-call.
$7 50 hr.
Send resumes by October 6. 2006
to WSOS CAC, Attn HR - (indicate
position). PO Box 590. Fremont.
Ohio 43420 Affirmative Action Employer - M FVetDisab.

Come QAeet
tfte Tuzziesl

• Pets welcome

-FREE HEA1
V»JMIT-iQV*IU
APANTMIMTS

Moiul.n & fuesda) Sept. 25&2
8-10 p.m. .u thi' Alpha Xi Hous

419-353-7715 t=J

"&Sst

'Alpha Xi 'Dt-lr.i Open 'Recruitment
an) questions please email Christa

.H

fiichc@bgsu edu
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For Sale
Chiliano's Grand Opening
2 lickets lor the OSU vs BG football
game. Section B. 50 yard line.
$350 each 419-666-1465.
BIG BREAKFAST
MEAL DEAL
Weekday Mornings 7:30 - 11 30
McDonald Dining

La-z-Boy recliner 3 yrs old. green,
coniemp style with cupholders and
armrests $225 firm. 419-352-1245

For Rent
1 bdrm apt subls Jan 07 to end ol
May
Close lo dntn & camp.
$350/mo • ulil 419-352-0938.
3 bdrm house. 1 block Irom shuttle
Garage. AC. WD hookup. NO
PETS $750 & util. 419-353-8208
Affordable 1 bdrm.. quiet & cozy.living room, tireplace. kitchen. $395
mo plus electric 419-654-5716
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester & yr. long leases
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
& 25' TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www.buckeyeinnandsludios com

Pizza by the Slice or by the Pie
September 26th 5pm-9pm
CHILY S CONVENIENCE STORE

Male has furnished room for rent
with freedom of house to a clean,
neat, and honest student $200 deposit $250 rent 419-354-6117.
Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. meld, partial util Call after 7 &
leave message. 419-352-5523.
Rooms for rent on a month lo month
basis Large bedrooms in small
town Good for the serious student
or someone not wanting the hassle
of finding sub-leasers $350month
all utilities included. Serious inqui
nes only. 419-352-9542 or e-mail
storres@bgsualumm.com.

MONDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Courl
Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apt. looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr Sem. Fully furn.
spacious kit. brand new appliances.

Deluxe 1 bedroom furnished apt. on
Manville near the water tower. Avail-

W/D. AC

central heat, breakfast

bar, hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216 538-0061

Ivywood Apartments
Theresa Fry

dansolo@bgsu.edu
Simply stylmg..our 1

bdrm

apts.

simply perfect1 Special pricing avail.,

All Tires Sale Priced!

Before you get a flat?
$
Sw*
"" |

BRAKES

\ OIL CHANGE
38

■■■

l^hr

0nANY(3)New T|
I ON ANY ■| with
Tire Rotation*'
,
nm.twM,o*iowiainc**** (
ind^FMe^m^ctHK*! Brake Service j .~«-™,^™ ,
W€ WfLCOME COMPANY CARS ft NATIOW ACCOUNTS

mmmmsamcanasi
ttl ItMt Main Mr*«1, Across fron AUM Food.

839 Seventh Street, Apt 14
One bedroom unfurnished with
dishwasher. $395 00 per month
deposit S 395.00 Lease to 8/4/07

iyf £ltf7isAfc'\f rtTftfffTil

7S5M»nvilte.Apt.9
Two bedroom unfurnished apt. Pet
allowed with $250.00 non-refund
able deposit. Rent $425.00 per
month, deposit $425.00. For one
person, $490.00 per month, deposit
$490.00 for 2 people. Lease to 8/4/07.

905 Napoleon R<wd
Three bedroom, 1.5 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer. Limit 3
people.Tenant mows lawn. $800.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.
1745 Limenck-Shamrtxk VilUge
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer. One ear garage. Limit 2
people Excellent Condition. $875.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.

|woT«»Bt«:<xi«fii«mTix"Wio<'»o i**NOorMur-K«roAmfi»*iceKvo«|

Charing Cross 419-352-0590

0O6 IN II KM Air l)KI\ I
I .it i.yt <'i,nier .if I -5 and HI j^j

All. STADIUM SKATING

l'Hrt> i ,„.,., ... .,il..i,l. r„r I.I, 11,.I...
put-tics or .mull Kriiup*
Cull for l„r„rn,ullo„

•2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
JACKASS: NUMBER 1W0IBI

7 30 935

• All THE KING'S MEN (PG-I3I
FLYBOYS IPC-131

7 15 10:00
7:0010:00

• GRIDIRON GANG IP0-I3I

7:1510:00

THE BUCK DAHLIA I")
EVERYONE'S HERO (01

7 10 9 50
7 30 9 35

THE COVENANT IPS-ll)

7 00 9:20

THE WICKER MAN IPC-131

7 00 9:30

ACCEPTED IPC-131

7 4510:00

INCIUOO
lasmla Lube

| Fluid TopK>«.•MiChangM

Find more coupons and details about NltroMax, visit www.thatlreman.com

7 00 9:45

lALlAOtGA NIGHTS: THE BAL1AD OF RICKY
B0BBV|P0-U|
7 059:30
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINElRI

. 7fnr//tta 6
7

7 209:40
42.{-28"l

vi

WCMHl llll K.MH\ \ll SI.M> Ml ■ 1 ". v - ,,
ikli.n M V'\i Ml si w\. Ml Mimv>,M.;,o
:

All Available Immediatley
NO PETS!

FREE SHUTTLE

TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

Stop by the Offi<e
of 1045N.Main$t

hurry in, this is a limited time offer.

WORLD TRADE CENTER IP0-13)

res
uriMnrmnww urea

wotHUMcouNnvrVUfiUM/WM

APARTMENTS
For Rent

244N.Enteiprise.Rml
Room for a male in a rooming hause.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
$ 135 00 per month until 5/5/07

0<XfffljB® (jQCS^ NITROGEN WITH ANY NEW TIRE PURCHASE
i When is the best time to buy new tires from Tireman?

www.meccaba.com
for complete listing
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

Hope lo see yon ihere!

Garage for 1 vehicle
Startng at S475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

or check website
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have lots of style for a price that is

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

U"

N

V

\ONT.H'
<o 95/MO
59.'

B CPMIAM

"'•'<

a

1'.

t

" Avail Now Rms. low as S225 Mo.
Also unils starling.-1-07 & 07-08
S.Y. @cartyrentals.com. or call
419-353-0325 9anv9pm

1

Air condition w/d h(K)kups
Close to downtown

a

i

|

'BARTENDING' up lo WOO'day No
exp. necessary Training provided

• Spacious kitchen

(iraceland
(Grad Students)
212 S. Church
2 bdrm 1 bath I car garage
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WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals for the following positions al our Bowling
Green Center:

• Patio

Management Inc.

i

■
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'j|<

Exotic Dancers
No experience needed, will train
Call after 8pm. 1-877-258-2764.

1—1 South M#n

Management Inc.
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For Rent

AEA AHA AEA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AEA AHA AHA AHA

•Private entrance

V
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Help Wanted

On selected floor plans

Management Ine.

1
1

->

1
0

Help Wanted

All positions available. Kitchen, wait
staff, etc. Stop in for more into Red
Lobster 1422 S Reynolds.
Maumee.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

N

M

Help Wanted

PART-TIME BARTENDER
Pick up application at
1163 N. Main St. Eagles Club

JOIN US FOR LUNCH
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tiia Wast waaxier Bawllnu Brian

this season,

el
Spring Break 2007 Celebration
20th
Anniversary w- Sun Splash Tours.
Free trip on every 12 before Nov. 1.
Free Meals & Parties. Hottest Deals
Ever Group Discounts on 6+.Hottest Spring Break Destinations. 1«
800-426-7710 sunsplashtQurs.com
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Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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ll-for-14 for IH9 yards in die
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needed just 8 seconds to take a 7-

rookie

Grieve audibly
Look after
Periodical sequence
Bodies of water
Snatch
Title
Broad
Slope lift
Fork prong
Enough, at one time
Shift dirt

ANSWERS

•1

\u \.lirs pass in Heap was brobv

Rakes and heels
Spoils taken
Pisa's river
Most blatant
One kind of fortuneteller
Egyptian weight
Wretchedly bad
Diplomat's strong suit
Annoy
Wrap around
Share a night out
Display model
"Roots" author Haley 41
42
Malicious gossip
44
NYC station
45
Destine to tragedy
46
Ancient Greek coins
Red figure
47
48
Exercise count
49
"
Misty for Me"
Happen again
50
Oozes
51
53
Obi
Madison Ave. output
Artistic inspiration
Like a shooting star?
Contents of a foldef
Takeoffs

Trap for the unsuspecting
Chic
Taxi devices
Chip's chipmunk buddy
"Crazy" singer
Folklore creature
Detroit suburb
Demolish
Illinois senator
Grace closing
At rest
Softly, in music
Twisted
Horse turns to the right
Spiral pin

b) Adalius I hoinas and finished

up

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
35
36
38
39

three times,
Bin

in Heap.

I rye shook oil a vicious hit

interception

Roethlisberger has (brown inside

the first half, finally began click

on McNairs short scoring loss

14-3 haifUme lead

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
27
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
38

pass was intercepted by Deshea
Townsend at the Steelers' 46.

down and one to go. I he Bengals
already nun iwo-gaine leads in

ACROSS

secutive plays, with the Bengals

...

1

be the worst th i ei i-plaj sequence

Into the end zone — the first

inexperienced

■

Palmer then had what might

piekeil off Ifoclhlishcrgcr's pass

recovered

1

LH
1

'

ran for 133 yards.

by Tony

> II

,

quickly make it 14-0, drove to the

steelers 9,

For the Bengals (3-0), it's one

''

minutes into the game. Parker

Stewart, was the turning point.

his five receptions.

'

runs, a 3-yarder, less than sh

Palmer said.

Colclough's

H

Parker's two short touchdown

play well and you gel a win."

fbt 94 yards

■■

[hej drove

11 yards, took advantage of man

Palmer's

H"
^B '

BO yards for the first of Willie

Chad lohnson to one catch for

Ml passes among

-

'

The Steelers, coming off a 9-

coming

coverage to make nine Catches

^B

^M '

That's on me," he said.

beating
said

■*

■

■ ■I

"Thai will not happen again.

much better start

1

1

the

on

Henry, who caught
other two

especially

and

times,"

brought to you by

Besides the turnovers, Cowher

focus has been on the Steelers

them

The Daily Crossword
Fix HA TOR
bmuaht to vnu bv L/H\\/l 1

"You can put that on me. too,"

quarterback.

come iii hen and win this Bum

Especially from Palmer, whuse

WWWBGNEWSCOM

JOHN INEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

SNAKES ON A PLANE (R)
THE ANT BULLY |rt|

7:00 9:20

MONSTER HOUSE IPS)
Lint! MAN IPO-131

7:10 910
7.20 9:30

CLICK (P0-13I
CARS (01

7:00 9 20
7 00920

7:10 9:10

